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CurvaStone Flexible Stone Veneers are thin, lightweight, flexible stone material; they are so innovative 

that they can be applied to any surface or shape. You can create your own expression of style. Transform 

ordinary spaces with the look and touch of stone, without the difficulty and expense of traditional stone-

work. Our Thin Flexible Stone Veneers are a breakthrough in easy-to-work with, authentic surfacing     

technology. 

Welcome to your new CurvaStone wall covering. 

Size Format  -  2400mm x 1200mm Thickness Range  -  1mm-2mm 

Weight -  Approximately 1.2 to 1.6kgs per sqm.  Sheet weight range is 3.5 to 4.6kgs 

Composition -  Stone veneer, Glass fibre fabric in Polyester resin matrix 

Unboxing  

We deliver the CurvaStone rolled and securely packaged in a box.  Please follow the instructions 

for unboxing before installing the product. 

1. Please open the packaging carefully, taking care not to damage the product. 

2. The sheets are sold at 1200x2400 but are manufactured larger 1240x2440mm                 

approximately to allow for any minor installation/transport issue - minor damage to corners 

and edges etc.  The sheets are transported rolled and need to be laid flat before installation.   

3. Let the large format CurvaStone lay flat on its own.  Depending on the temperature this 

could take from several hours or up to a day. 

4. Applying heat through a heat gun or underfloor heating can speed up this process. 

5. Only Install when the product is completely flat. 

6. A full technical data sheet and installation guide is available at www.curvastone.com. 

 

Please note that small chippings of stone are not a damage of the material, but rather a quality 

feature of the real stone surface: Despite small pieces of stone in the package, the                  

CurvaStone sheet is normally completely undamaged and the stone surface is intact! In addition, 

slight superficial scratches on the material can occur, this is storage and transport conditionally 

unavoidable. Such light scratches can be easily wiped away with a lint-free cloth and are also no 

damage to the material!  

CurvaStone is made of layered rock. Colour differences in the individual plates and quartz veins 

that run through the stone, natural cracks or slight chipping may occur. This is not a fault, but is a 

feature of the natural stone surface!  

Unpacking Guide 


